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Physicians, Interior Decorators, Barbers, Dentists,
and Lawyers. Which is different?
Of the group of professions above, only one doesn’t
have a ban in Oklahoma of corporations performing
and profiting from their profession. The Answer: it is
unfortunately physicians. This is something, I feel,
we need to remedy. I would be very upset if I thought
my attorneys counsel was tainted by her employer.
The objections from corporations and entities that
benefit from the work product of physicians will be
great, but this is critically important. We have had
1,000’s of years of history that the physician patient
relationship is sacred and only about 30 years of the
corporatization of medicine. There is an increasing
number of non-clinicians, shareholders, and funds
that are receiving a monetary benefit from patients
disease and its treatment. Each dollar that is spent on
an extra administrator or leaves the
system as profit or excess earnings
over expenses in non-profit parlance is
a dollar not being used for the care of
patients both present and in the future.
The number of facilities that are
closing exceeds the number opening
and I feel a great deal of this reason is
because the first question asked is not,
‘Is there a need?’ but ‘Is there a
profit?’

would benefit. Interestingly many corporations are
returning to this idea. McDonalds has publicly stated
that franchisee owned restaurants outperform
corporate owned by 40%.
CMS and congress have put barriers in place for this
model, but the winds of change are starting. The
realization of a system in which increasing numbers
of patients fear medical care for its byzantine billing
practices and now aggressive collection practices that
sadly are almost more so in the non-profit entities.
We are seeing loosening and clarification of the dated
Stark laws and transparency of negotiated charges.
The data being generated from the transparency
supports our observations and outlines some very
questionable practices clearly showing that in the
majority the default is retention of savings meant to
be used for underserved patient populations such as
340B drug pricing and non-profit
status. Interestingly, my observations
and now data show many positive
groups that improve access and delivery
while providing unreimbursed care
including for-profit and physician
owned hospitals.

No one person, or even a few, can make
these changes alone. We need to join
groups that advocate for physicians
such as AMA, OSMA, and TCMS.
So, the first question I am asked when I
Support candidates that support the
present this idea is, “Isn’t that for ‘Blue
practice of medicine and safeguarding
States’?” and the answer is no. Texas
of patients. This trust has been present
has an excellent statue on the
since the dawn of time as Margaret
Corporate Practice of Medicine
Meade noted, civilization started when
Diane M.
(CPOM). This is meant to protect the
the first person helped someone heal
Heaton, MD
public by protecting the doctor patient
from a broken femur and didn’t leave
relationship ensuring that patients are
them to die. We have thousands of
TCMS President
provided with ethically sound medical
years of history on our side. We as a
care and reducing the risk from nonprofession must fight to insure that
practitioners. In essence, protecting medicine against
patient doctor relationships continue without outside
those who may lack necessary medical knowledge or
forces. And we must prioritize that the vast majority
who may prioritize profits.
of the money that our society spends on healthcare in
the form of CMS or insurance premiums is prudently
In Texas, there are exceptions for non-profit medical
spent on current and future patients. These dollars
schools, federally qualified medical care centers,
should be prioritized to those who directly give the
rural hospitals, underserved populations, counties and
care not shareholders, consolidators, and “nonother qualified groups.
profits” that hoard the money or spend it on
increasing an administrative layer of staff often paid
I feel this legislation would help spark a discussion
in multiples of the combined incomes of the
and set in motion the next steps of a possible
physician staff. Patients are vulnerable, we must as a
solution. Perhaps a franchise type model with
society and a profession ensure that care is not
physicians continuing to work in like-minded groups,
exploitative. There is a place for every model that
but in essence “purchase” via the ACO model with
responsibly cares for community and those members
the tools to compete in the current environment.
who need our care.
Heavy handed control of physicians is
counterproductive. EPIC and other EMR services are
I certainly welcome your feedback on this topic, so
sold with the promise of stopping leakage with
please email tcms@tcmsok.org.
physicians getting charts and graphs and subtle and
not so subtle admonishment of sending patients out of
Sincerely,
the “system”. The part that is not realized is this also
makes it hard to enter the system. I have had patients
turned away because their primary is not in the
system. A physician driven medical care system
Diane M. Heaton, M.D.
would be more adaptable, understand the needs of
President
patients, and be more nimble in the end. Both sides
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The OSMA’s Legislative Council is tasked with proactively promoting legislation,
rules and regulations that will improve the practice of medicine. The Legislative
Council reviews and evaluates all proposed measures that will impact physicians
and works to support, oppose or remain neutral as appropriate.
HEALTH CARE RELATED MEASURES EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 1, 2021
(Bill number is link to legislation)
SB 550 (Newhouse/Pae) – Requires insurance providers to make certain
notifications when clean claims are denied and allows for the insured to appeal. As
referenced in the legislation: Upon receiving written notice of denial, a recipient
(i.e. physician, patient, etc.) may submit a detailed appeal in writing explaining
why the claims should be approved. If the insurer denies the appeal, the insurer
shall address in writing the specific details included in the written appeal and
provide the phone number of a health plan representative at the department of
appeals of the insurer. OSMA SUPPORTED
SB 673 (McCortney/McEntire) – Creates the Oklahoma Telemedicine Act which
expands definitions and standards for telemedicine within statute in preparation for
health insurance pay parity requirements housed within SB 674 (McCortney/
McEntire) which will be effective J anuar y 1, 2022 . OSMA SUPPORTED
HB 1006 (Bush/Pugh) – Creates the “Transparency in Heath Care Prices Act”
which requires health care providers and facilities to make prices for certain health
care services publicly available. OSMA SUPPORTED
HB 2323 (Frix/Pemberton) – Prohibits insurers from removing medical providers
from an existing insurance network while a policy is in effect for informing
enrollees of the full range of physicians and providers available to them and
requires certain notice upon referral. OSMA SUPPORTED
HB 1019 (Worthen/Simpson) – Places a cap on required payments for insulin by
insureds, regardless of total amount or type of insulin necessary, such provisions
not to prevent providers from charging insureds less than the cap. OSMA
SUPPORTED
HB 2678 (Marti/McCortney) – Co-Pay Accumulator: Makes failing to include
certain payments on behalf of enrollees when calculating total contributions
towards out-of-pocket maximums an unfair claim settlement practice for pharmacy
benefits providers. OSMA SUPPORTED
HB 2009 (Townley/Coleman) – Permits certain death certificates to be signed by
advanced practice registered nurses. OSMA OPPOSED
Several abortion-related measures were also slated to go into effect on November
1, but the Oklahoma Supreme Court issued a temporary injunction pending appeal
which currently prohibits the implementation of these laws.
MEDICAID MANAGED CARE
Immediately before the 2021 legislative session began, the Stitt administration
contracted with four Managed Care Organizations (MCOs), Blue Cross Blue Shield
of Oklahoma, Oklahoma Complete Health, Humana Health Horizons and
UnitedHealthcare, to begin Medicaid claims administration for SoonerCare, the
state’s Medicaid program, on October 1, 2021. These contracts were executed the
week before session began and were valued in excess of $2B.
This effort to implement MCOs generated great concern from the medical
community. The legislature's authority over policy and appropriations had been
undermined by the administration contracting with managed care organizations
without legislative approval. OSMA joined the Oklahoma Dental Association and
the Oklahoma Hospital Association to lead the effort to combat Medicaid Managed
Care entitled “Oklahomans for Oklahomans”. This anti-managed care coalition also
(Continued on Page 4)
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includes OOA, OAFP, ONA, Pharmacists, OB/GYN, Medical
Equipment Supply, Ambulatory Services Assn., Primary Care Assn.,
and others who sent a unified message to the legislature opposing the
implementation of Medicaid Managed Care.
A managed care approach institutes an access to care crisis for an
Oklahoma population that already faces a serious shortage of health
care providers while combating a world-wide pandemic. When
Oklahoma previously tried implementing a similar program, the
bureaucratic red tape and delayed payments that are a reality of
managed care forced many state physicians and dentists to stop taking
Medicaid patients. Regardless of the intent to curb costs while
expanding services, the fact remains that the number of physicians
willing to serve the Medicaid population will decline, especially in
rural areas of the state.
A reduction in access to quality health care services through a
combination of additional regulatory burdens, bigger government and
a reduction of plan reimbursement rates could not come at a worse
time. Other states that have privatized their Medicaid systems have
not seen the savings they were promised. Any cost reductions that
have been made have come at the expense of health care providers
and patients through denied care, reduced reimbursement, delayed
payments, etc.

The full OHCA Board considered these emergency rules on August
26. Although the MAC meeting was referenced in their Board packet,
the vote tally opposing 3 of the 4 rules was not. Many thanks to
OSMA member Daniel Joyce, DO for providing testimony during this
hearing.
An effort to table this agenda item was then spearheaded by Jean
Hausheer, MD, OHCA Board guber nator ial appointee. After a
healthy and sometimes-contentious discussion, the OHCA voted 7-1
to table the agenda item. The next week, Jean Hausheer, MD and
Laura Shamblin, MD, the only two physicians on the OHCA
Board, were removed by the Governor and replaced with two nonphysicians. However, other gubernatorial appointees voting to table
the agenda item maintained their position on the OHCA Board. The
OHCA Board now has no representation by the medical profession.
The next OHCA Board meeting has been rescheduled for November
17. If MCO contracts are pursued and executed, OSMA is prepared to
again pursue legal action in opposition since no legislative authority
has been granted to authorize managed care for Medicaid.

OSMA also continues to express concern over the negative health and
economic implications of Medicaid managed care though the
Oklahomans Caring for Oklahomans coalition. OSMA hosted a
breakfast in Lawton for local health and business leaders. These type
This being the case, OSMA supported SB 131 (McCortney/
events are being conducted in several communities across the state
McEntire), a Medicaid Managed Car e “guardrail” bill providing
and hosted by other members of the coalition. Many thanks to Daniel
statutory requirements for those specific Medicaid Managed Care
Joyce, DO and Jean Hausheer, MD for helping host OSMA’s event in
Organization (MCO) contracts entered into by the administration. The Lawton.
bill passed the legislature and, although the governor did not sign the
____
measure, had an effective date of September 1, 2021. The following
represents some of the statutory constraints placed on the governance Oklahoma physicians should remain engaged in order to give OSMA
of those specific MCO contacts:
a seat at the table as public policy regarding medical and health
related issues are considered. OSMA maintains a leadership role in
the Oklahoma Patients’ Coalition, an informal group comprised of

Clean claims are to be processed within 14 days
various physician specialty societies and associations. This group was

Minimum reimbursement fee schedule is based on the 1/1/21
created to continuously discuss, oversee and develop strategies to
Medicaid fee schedule
address “scope of practice” issues.

Audit & “scorecard” requirement

Uniform review and appeals process
OSMA remains actively involved in defending scope of practice;

“Peer to peer” review for denial cases
promoting issues such as Medicaid funding, vaccinations, price

Prompt payment provisions
transparency, denied claims processing, opioid abuse, telemedicine
reimbursement, trauma-informed care and legal reform; engaging
During session, OSMA spearheaded the filing of an “Injunction
medical students; enhancing relationships with key policy makers;
Petition” to the Oklahoma Supreme Court stating that the process
utilized by the administration to implement MCOs without legislative investing in access to rural physicians; and promoting the physician
profession.
authorization was unconstitutional and did not comply with the
separation of powers between the administrative and legislative
THANK YOU to all the OSMA member s who ser ve on the
branch. OSMA was joined by the Oklahoma Dental Association;
Legislative Council. We are always looking for active members so if
Oklahoma Osteopathic Association; Oklahoma Society of
you or one of your colleagues has an interest in helping us promote
Anesthesiologists and the Oklahoma Chapter of the American
the practice of medicine by influencing state policy, please contact
Academy of Pediatrics in the filing of this petition.
Matt Robison (robison@okmed.org) to sign up and serve on the
Council.
The OSMA suit argued that the OHCA lacked the authority to enter
into such far-reaching contracts for a program that the Legislature had
In closing, I would like to add that I have made the decision to retire
neither approved nor appropriated. In a 6-3 ruling, the Court agreed
from my psychiatric practice in July of 2022. It is my plan to step
that the Health Care Authority had overstepped its bounds and that
down from all leadership roles at that time including my position as
the contracts were invalid. This was a significant victory for OSMA
Chair of the OSMA Legislative Council. It has been a privilege and
and the “House of Medicine”.
an honor to serve on the Legislative Committee since 2010 and as the
However, in response, the OHCA developed new “emergency rules” Chair since 2013. Over these years OSMA has developed an
unbelievable team of men and women that have served the “House of
in their effort to pursue MCOs for SoonerCare. These rules were
broken down into four categories: Purchasing; Grievance Procedures; Medicine” with distinction. I am unable to express the pleasure and
pride that I have experienced in working with this team. I look
Expansion Adults; and Ensuring Access to Medicaid Act (SB 131).
forward to assisting in any way I can the transitioning of my position
The OHCA Medical Advisory Committee (MAC) voted to only
to the next Legislative Chair.
approve by a slim margin the Purchasing Rules, but then
overwhelmingly disapproved the Grievance, Expansion Adults and
Ensuring Access to Medicaid Act by votes of 21-1. Since those three Respectfully submitted,
rules were in response to SB 131 and since the Oklahoma Supreme
Court’s ruled the MCO contracts specifically referenced in SB Art Rousseau, MD, Chair
OSMA Legislative Council
Pg 4 131 were “null & void”, any emergency rules designed to
accommodate SB 131 remain mute.

Whitney
Leonard, MD

Bryan V.
Marsh, MD

The Women’s Health Group
9001 S 101st E Ave
Tulsa OK 74133
918-293-6200

Marsh MediClinic, PLLC
12500 E 86th St N Ste 105
Owasso, OK 74055
918-932-7078

OB-GYN

Addiction Medicine

Medical School: University of Oklahoma 2013-2017

Medical School: University of Oklahoma 1990-1994

Residency: Univer sity of Texas Dell Medical School,
Austin Texas, OB-GYN 2017-2021

Residency: Oklahoma Univer sity, Tulsa OK, Family
Medicine, 1994-1997
Board Certified in Addiction Medicine, Certified with
SAMSHA and the DEA

The Board of Directors of Tulsa County
Medical Society & TCMS Foundation
cordially invite you and a guest as we
conduct the 2021 Annual Meeting and
Presidential Celebration.
_____
Tuesday, December 7, 2021
At
Tulsa County Medical Society
5315 S. Lewis Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105

5:30 PM
Social Hour
Beer and Wine Served
with Hors D’oeuvres
6:30 PM
Dinner and Main Program to follow
_____
To RSVP
Please call 918.743.6184
Email tcms@tcmsok.org
Online at https://bit.ly/3EHSLVm

The Tulsa Retired Physicians (formerly
Golden Oldies) invites our Lifetime Members
and Retired Physicians to join us for a very
special Holiday Dinner. Because of the
pandemic we have only met once in the past
two years. For many of us, this gathering of
senior members of the TCMS has been
important to stay connected and informed. We
hope to be able to continue.

6:30 PM
Dinner with Program to Follow

Friday, December 10, 2021
At
Tulsa County Medical Society
5315 S. Lewis Avenue
Tulsa, OK 74105

To RSVP
Please call 918.743.6184
Email tcms@tcmsok.org
Online at https://bit.ly/3xZiu9v

_____________

5:30 PM
Social Hour, Open Bar

Holiday Attire
$40.00 per person
_____
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The 2022 TCMS & OSMA Dues Statements
have been mailed out to our membership. These
invoices have a new look this year with several
options including:

simply mark and pay your selection. If your full
-time working status has changed, please
contact our office for lower-cost membership
options.

1.Check - Make payable to TCMS and mail to
our office
2.Credit Card - Complete the information and
mail or fax to our office.
3.Online - Use the link to pay securely with
Credit Card or Scan the QR code with the
camera app on your phone or tablet:
www.tcmsok.org/renew

Please contact myself or Joetta Cunningham at
918.743.6184 or email us at mark@tcmsok.org
or joetta@tcmsok.org if you have any questions
about dues/membership.
We thank you for your membership and
support of your physician organizations.
Now more than ever, we need each other, we
need you!

Below is an example of what the new invoice
looks like and we have included a general dues
statement in this months newsletter as well.
Just as last year, the OSMA Board of Trustees
has approved a COVID-19 Hardship waiver for
2022. OSMA Dues for those physicians whose
practices have been financially impacted by the
crisis. If you feel you need to take this hardship,

Mark McElreath, MPA
Executive Director
Tulsa County Medical Society
TCMS Foundation

You protect them.
We protect you.

PEACE OF MIND

EXPERTISE

Proud to support
those on the front lines in
the healthcare industry —
today, and long into the future.

CHOICE

THE MEDPRO GROUP DIFFERENCE

PE ACE OF M I N D
•

A Berkshire Hathaway company

•

Pure consent provision gives you control to refuse to settle a claim

•

Unsurpassed financial strength ratings of A++ (A.M. Best)
and AA+ (Standard & Poor’s)

E XPERTISE

405. 815. 4 80 0 |

plico.com

A.M. Best rating as of 6/30/2021. Standard & Poor’s rating as of
9/28/2020. All data is derived from MedPro Group records and
calculations; claims data range is 2011-2020 unless otherwise
indicated. MedPro Group is the marketing name used to refer to
the insurance operations of The Medical Protective Company,
Princeton Insurance Company, PLICO, Inc. and MedPro RRG Risk
Retention Group. All insurance products are administered by
MedPro Group and underwritten by these and other Berkshire
Hathaway affiliates, including National Fire & Marine Insurance
Company. Product availability is based upon business and/or
regulatory approval and may differ among companies. © 2021
MedPro Group Inc. All Rights Reserved. PLICO-210955

•

90% national trial win rate; 80% of claims closed without payment

•

Dedicated experience in Oklahoma medicine and law

•

Advisory Board of Oklahoma physicians who review
claims and offer insights.

CHOICE
•

Unique insurance solutions across the entire
spectrum of healthcare

•

Claims-made, Occurrence, and Convert to Occurrence ®
coverage options give you flexibility

•

Cyber Liability Insurance to protect you and your practice

2022 MEMBERSHIP DUES INVOICE
INVOICE

1/1/2022

BILL TO

MESSAGE

Name: __________________________________________________

Thank you for your membership
in TCMS & OSMA. Now more
than ever, we need each other,
we need you!

Address: ________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ______________________ Phone: ______________
Email: __________________________________________________

The OSMA Board of Trustees has approved a COVID-19 Hardship waiver for 2022. OSMA Dues for those physicians whose practices
have been financially impacted by the crisis. If you feel you need to take this hardship, simply mark and pay your selection below.

Please check which membership option you choose below

□
□
□

Option 1

TCMS ($380) & OSMA ($300) Membership Dues

680.00

Option 2

TCMS ($380) & OSMA ($150) Membership Dues (COVID)

530.00

+ AMA Membership Dues (Optional)
Choose Option 1 or Option 2 and add AMA if desired

420.00
Total

PAYMENT/CREDIT/DISCOUNTS APPLIED

______________
(0.00)

TOTAL DUE BY 12/31/2021
Membership in TCMS and OSMA is required. TCMS is unified with the Oklahoma State Medical
Association. Members must join both and dues are collected together. Membership in AMA is optional.
If your full-time working status has changed, please contact our office for lower-cost membership options.

Payment Options
1.

Check – Make payable to TCMS and mail to our office

2.

Credit Card – Complete information below and mail or fax to our office
Online – Use the link to pay with Credit Card online or Scan the QR code with the
camera app on your phone or tablet: www.tcmsok.org/renew

3.

Credit Card Number ________________________________________________ Amount Paid ______________
Name on Card _______________________________________ Expiration Date ______________ Code ______
Zip Code for card ____________ E-mail to send receipt to ___________________________________________
Lobbying Fees: TCMS 0%, AMA 60%, OSMA 100% are not deductible as a business expense for federal income tax purposes.
$45 of the OSMA dues provides an annual subscription to the OSMA Journal. Membership in OSMA is required to continue OSMA Group
Health Plan Coverage.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR MEMBERSHIP AND SUPPORT OF YOUR PHYSICIAN ORGANIZATIONS

